
                                                                   

                                                                      DDMS (AMS). P. OBUL REDDY PUBLIC SCHOOL (2023-2024) 

                                                          MONTHLY LOG   FEBRUARY 2024 

 GRADE: UKG                                                                                                                                                                       NO OF WORKING DAYS: 21 

 
S. 
No. 

 
Name of the subject & 

Subject Teacher 

 
Lesson/Topic 

 
Activity/ 

Experiment 

 
Material Required 

 
Teacher’s 

Demonstra
tion 

 
Relevant 
Multiple 

Intelligence 

 

1. 

 
 
LITERACY 
 
UKG -  
Ms.Ch. Aruna 

  Ms. P. Padmavathi 
 Ms. N. Aruna 
 Ms. Shamina Ramesh 
 Ms. S. Anupama 
Co-Teacher:  
Ms. M. Radhika 
 

 

RHYMES AND STORIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 ORALS:  
*Uses of: Yes/No, It is, I am, You are  
*Action Words, Positional Words             
               
  WRITTEN:  
        *  These & Those’ Q & A                                     
        * Opposites 

   
 
 
 
 
  
RHYMES -  

    *My special Day 
 
STORIES - 
*Fox and foolish crow 
*Foolish lion 

 

*Matching 
*Circle the    

   correct word 

*Tick the correct 

    picture 
   
 
 

 
 
* Text book 
*  Work book     

     
*Pictorial       

        images 
* Charts 
* Smart board 
* Flash cards 
*Note book 
 
 

 
 
 
*Rhymes  
*Story book  
 *Videos 

 

*The teacher will 

explain to 

students, the use 

of Action Words, 

Positional Words 

etc. Learning and 

comprehending 

basic concepts 

allow children to 

gain new 

vocabulary. 

 

*Related rhymes 

and stories will be 

shared 

 
 
Students will 
strengthen 
Linguistic Skills 
and vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will 
develop Bodily 
Kinesthetic skills 



2. NUMERACY  

 

 
   *Number Names 51 - 100 

     *Pictorial Addition 
     *Pictorial Subtraction 

     *Skip counting 
     *Ordinal Numbers 

 

     

 
*Missing Numbers 
*Circling 
*Writing rote learn   
  Number Names. 
 

 
*Note Book 
* Smart board 
* Real objects 
 

 
*Teachers will  

explain 
the concept 
through  

pictorially 

relevant 
and   connected 

 activities 

 

*Improves 

logical  &  

 mathematical 

Intelligence. 

*Builds 
confidence and 

keenness. 

 

3. 

 
 
EVS 
 
 

 

 

 
 
*Recap of all the themes 
*Assessments 
 
 

 
 
Practice sheets 
 
 
 

 
 

*Flash cards 

*Smart board 

*Charts 

 
 
Teacher 
recapitulates the 
themes which 
helps students 
activate prior 
knowledge to 
make 
connections. 

 
 

Students 
consolidate 
their learning, 
identify any 
gaps in their 
understanding 
and revise the 
concepts they 
have learnt. 

 

4. 

  

   II LANGUAGE: 

TELUGU 

 
       HINDI 

 
 

అ – ఱ   Sequence writing 

 

अ -  ह   Sequence writing 

  

 

   

 
 
 
*Tracing letters 
*Matching 

  *Missing letters 
  * Free hand  
    drawing     
*Sequence writing          
          

    
 
 
 *Charts 
   * Flash cards 
   *Text book    
   *Note book 
 

 
 
The teacher 
will   
recapitulates 
the letters 
through 
Activities 

 
 
 
Students 
will 
strengthen 
Linguistic 
skills and 
vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



EVENTS:   

 5/02/2024 (Monday)  - Sports Races Finals  

 

5. ART & CRAFT *Colouring 

*Tearing & Pasting 

* Free hand drawing 

*Wall painting 

 

*Colour the picture       
*  Paper Craft 
* Take away  
              activities 

*Crayons 
*Paint 
*Chart paper 

Teacher will 
show and guide 
the students 
how to do the 
activity using 
step-by-step 
instructions 

Children will 
enjoy doing 
the activities 
and enhance 
their visual and 
spatial 
intelligence. 
 

 

6. 

 
MUSIC – 
 

Mr. Vidyasagar 

 

 

*Theme based songs 

*Graduation Day songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Casio played by   

Sir 

 

Sir will sing the 

song line by line to 

make the children 

understand the 

tune and lyrics of 

the song. 

 

Children will 

develop Musical 

- Rhythmic skills. 

 

7. 

 
LIFE SKILLS  

 

 

*Safe Touches 

* Unsafe Touches 

* Learning to Skate 

* Scream, Run, Tell 

  

Theme based 

videos 

 

Teacher explains 

about how to keep 

oneself safe. 

 

Children 

develop 

Interpersonal 

Relationship. 

 

8. 

 

PLAY TIME 

 
 
*Sports Races  
*Puzzles 
* Indoor games 
*Free play 
 
 

 

Students will be 
taken to sandpit, 
play gym. 

Students will solve 

the puzzles 

 

*Building blocks 

*Puzzles 

 

 

*Teacher will 
encourage them to 
explore different 
outdoor games. 

*Teacher will help 

the students on 

how to solve the 

puzzles. 

 

Children will 

improve Social 

and Emotional 

quotient. 


